It follows from the definition that XE is unique up to homotopy. In [3] it is proved that given X and E, XE exists. Furthermore, this construction is functorial. That is, given f: X 4 I', there is a map fE: XE -+ YE and a commutative diagram: / X-Y * A 1 xeYe.
We now specialize to the case where E = K, complex. periodic K-theory. Note that by [18] , localization with respect to complex and real K-theory yield the same thing. For each prime p there is a Hopf-James-Snaith map
sP: QS"'+ ' + QD,(S'"+ ')
where QX = R"Z"X and D,(X) denotes the p-adic construction EZ5; ~z,XtPl. Each D&S'" l 1 ), localized at p, is homotopy equivalent to x2"+' II,,+ Lj,,_L, where B ,n+llcl-l denotes a stunted BC,, localized at p, with the bottom cell in dimension (n + 1)y -1. where q = 2(p -I).
Consider the K-theory localization of the product of these maps:
Let G bc the homotopy Iibcr. Let t? denote the simply connected cover of G. Then the composite where the first map is inclusion of the bottom cell. has a lift S'"+' + G'.
TII~H)KIIM 1.1. (? is K-focul und the mup S2"+ ' --, i;' induces UII isomorphism in K,( ). il(,Ilcr G = S2." + '
h .
In [ 133. [ 191 the mod p o,-periodic homotopy groups of a space X arc defined. This definition is gcncralized to modp' vi-periodic homotopy groups in [9] . These periodic groups, denoted 0; 'rr,(X; Z/p') are obtained by inverting the action of the Adams self-map of a Moore space on the modp' homotopy groups of X. Since the non-nilpotence of the Adams map is detected by K-theory, it is not surprising that K-theory and vi-periodic homotopy groups are related: By definition, if X is K-local, u; ' nk(X; Z/p') = nJX; h/p') for k sufficiently large, hence the mod p' homotopy groups of SK 2n+ ' can be read off from the above theorem, Theorem 1.3 of [13] . 1.2 of [19] and Theorem 1.8 of [9] . We now give the integral homotopy groups. Let BF denote the stable K-localization of the spectrum Bq". The homotopy groups of the spectrum Br are computed in [S] and [7] . These computations are made by constructing operations in the mod p' K-homology of an infinite loop space analogous to the homology operations of Araki-Kudo, Browder, Dyer-Lashof and F. Cohen. More will be said about this in Section 4.
We need the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in mod p K-theory. Care must be taken as to which Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence to use, as certain ones do not converge. Let 
(K+(E; Z/p). H/p)
and converging to K,(B; Z/p). We apply this to the fibration
We need 2.1 and the following lemma whose proof is given in Section 4. satisfying:
(1) (W*(u,) = 0.
(2) P(u2. UJ..
.I is mapped isomorphically onto P(o, , c2, . , .). Since Dj(S2" + ' ) is torsion for j > I the map is also an isomorphism in rational homology.
The conclusion follows. Recall that G, is the tibcr of the localized map (QS '" + ' )h.,,, -2z+ (QC '" + ' 4, + ,,y-I h,,,. 
We loop this map 2n + I times and apply ni( ). fly [I I]

I. n, + 2n + , (G,) 2 ni(B4,:,,)/Or i 2 1
The homotopy groups of Bc,, arc computed, for example. in [S] and in [7] . This is the first part of Theorem 1.3.
The homotopy groups of the spectra Bh.,,, and (B,,+ l)p_ ,)K,,, are also given in (73, [S] . The homotopy groups of the spectrum Se,: ' are computed in [ To prove Theorem 1.2. recall from [13] . [19] . [9] that there is a Snaith map flzn+lS2n+l +
QB""
which is shown to induce an isomorphism in r; 'n*( ; E/p'). This map is compatible with the map s': QS" -, QE of the preceding paragraphs. Thus the isomorphism r;' ~i+2n+t(~2"+'~El~')~~~'~i+2n+1(~~,~'~El~') for i 2 1 follows from 1.3 of [13] . 1.2 of [19] and Proposition 3.1. Finally, the result for all c -' nk( ) follows from periodicity. We use a result of N. Kuhn:
PROPOSITION 4.1 ([I?]).
Consider the cornposife map
ILDDm(X)-+ZzQX ~~~QDp(X)~~~D,(D,(X))
(1) if r c m/p then this map is nullhomoropic. Since the homology suspension annihilates decomposablcs, ~*fi.s+(u~) is some linear
